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RIT Libraries Graduate Services Coordinator
 Since 2016, responsible for:
• Communications to graduate students and advisors on publishing 
theses and dissertations
• Training on citation management systems
• Outreach efforts to graduate students
• Presenting at orientation events for graduate students
• Maintaining liaison to RIT Office of Graduate Education
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RIT Office of Graduate Education
 Sponsors programs, workshops, and social events 
throughout the year
 Supports student organizations and staff/faculty committees 
and resource groups 
 Coordinates orientation for new graduate students and 
training for new graduate TAs 
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Orientation in 2019 
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2019 New Graduate Student Orientation
 Held during August orientation week
 New library content for New Graduate Orientation
• 20 minute time limit
• Focused on academic integrity resources
• Aimed at new graduate students as “emerging scholars in their 
disciplines”
• Brief mention of library services on final slide 
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2019 Graduate TA Orientation 
 Held four weeks into the semester (not during August 
orientation week)
 Presentation requirements
• 20 minute time limit
• Focused only on academic integrity in the classroom
Lessons Learned
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New Graduate Student Orientation may change
 Strategic goal to increase graduate enrollment in total, 
and number of doctorates awarded in particular
 Graduate students do not currently pay orientation fees
• Orientation options are constrained
 Library portion is very short but still significant
• Relevant and useful before classes commence? 
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Orientation for new TAs is still evolving
 RIT does not make extensive use of grad TAs
• OGE has a goal of unifying their training experience
• Beginning to explore certifying TAs under Magna Publications’ 20 
Minute Mentor program 
 My role has remained fairly consistent
• Focus on academic integrity
• Is this a role for a librarian?
Feedback from Graduate TAs 
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TA Training participant survey 
 End of the Fall 2019 Semester
 September Grad TA training participants (n = 30)
 Response rate was great: 40% (12/30)
 Respondents were asked to answer four simple 
questions:
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Survey results: Questions One and Two  




2. During the Fall 2019 Semester, did you refer to the Citation Guides
on the RIT Libraries website?
• Yes: 1
• No: 11 
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Survey results: Questions Three and Four
3. During the Fall 2019 Semester, did you refer to the Citation Tools 
and Managers page on the RIT Libraries website?
• Yes: 3
• No: 9
4. During the Fall 2019 Semester, did you consult with a subject 
librarian from the RIT Libraries?
• Yes: 1




Future academic integrity instruction for grad TAs
 Academic Integrity and Citation Tools websites saw modest use by 
graduate TAs surveyed
• Is awareness of these resources enough on its own?
 Should the focus in future training sessions be placed more on 
preparing graduate TAs to understand how to introduce academic 
integrity as a topic in their teaching assistance?
• Again, is this a role for a librarian?
• Motivations and interests of faculty who employ grad TAs is unclear/unknown to me  
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Thank You! Note: portions of this presentation were based on a previous presentation of mine titled “Graduate Students and Academic Integrity: What is the Librarian’s 
Role?” from the Upstate New York Science Librarians Meeting, October 18, 2019 
